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Three End Times Warnings to Israel and America 
 

We are getting a great deal of warnings, not only from Almighty God 
but also from the Illuminati that we are indeed near the End and that 
includes disasters especially for the United States of America. And 
you, my subscribers, are keeping me very well informed about events 
which I have not been aware of and I thank you very much.  
 
And I want to go over a few of these on this program and the first 
comes from my Web Manager in Australia and she writes: "I stumbled 
over this piece of news and thought it may be of significance. Two men 
were having an iron arm challenge to raise money for the Men of 
League Charity, one is named Ben Ross, a white man, and the other is 
named Wendell Sailor, a black man. The black man actually broke the 
white man's arm," and you can find this video on YouTube. It's kind of 
gruesome so I don't recommend it but you can see some still images: 
these are taken from Google Images.  "I thought of Benjamin 
Netanyahu as the white man named Ben and the other man, Sailor 
who was black, I thought of Barack Obama. A nickname for 
homosexuals is ‘sailor boy’".  
 
Well, this is very possible that the "sailor boy", the black man in this 
arm wrestling tournament, does represent Barack Obama and the 
reason is because Barack Obama supports gay marriage and 
according to the Supreme Court you can label politicians what they 
stand for. For example, Al Gore is known as an environmentalist even 
though he may have never planted a tree in his life. You could call 
Hillary Clinton an abortionist because she supports legalized abortion 
and you can call Barack Obama, in other words the "sailor boy”, a 
homosexual because he supports gay marriage and what is the 
significance?  I believe the significance is that the "sailor boy", that is 
the black man, that is Barack Obama, will stop sending arms to Israel. I 
believe that is the prophecy included in this message and I think we 
are beginning to see that Obama does not support Netanyahu in any 
way, shape or form.  
 
A second very interesting message I got, now this is from 
YouTubularbells and if you remember, I have done quite a few videos 
saying that the next false flag will be an 815 event; those numbers will 
be very prominent. And in the Charlie Hebdo massacre, the getaway 
car had 815 on its license plate in reverse, in other words, 518 and 
here's what YouTubularbells has discovered: "It seems to me no one 



noticed this so I'll point it out. In the full video showing the removal of 
the car believed to be used in the Charlie Hebdo attack not only is the 
car plate 815, that is backwards, but if you look at the crane being 
used to lift the car you will plainly see 815 on the crane arm." Very 
interesting. "This comes late in the full video but it is clearly printed on 
the arm lifting the car." Thank you very much YouTubularbells. I'll try to 
put the link below to that video so you can see it yourself. 
 
And this next message comes from Jennifer, and I won't give you her 
full YouTube Handle, she may want to remain anonymous, I'm not 
sure. Jennifer, if you want to identify yourself below just mention it in 
the comments. "130th anniversary of France delivering the Statue of 
Liberty to the United States,” and she's talking about this Google 
Doodle.  
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"Here is a new image I just caught June 16th. Looks to me like it could 
symbolize a rocket through the Statue of Liberty." Well, very good 
Jennifer. I think you are a 100 percent right. The sash around the 
Statue of Liberty's waist, of course, this is supposed to indicate that the 
Statue of Liberty was a present from France, that sash definitely looks 
like a rocket pointed directly at the red, white and blue ribbon which 
symbolizes the United States, and that rocket attack is breaking the 
Statue of Liberty in half and toppling it over so, very good observations 
all of you my subscribers who point these things out to me. In fact, if 
you look at these you may see more in this Statue of Liberty image. I 
did not take a close look at it so, all of you are helping me a great deal 
and to do my job, and that is to warn people that we are in the End 
Times and especially of the imminent danger to the United States. 


